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Highlights
Emergency Management and Effective Evacuation Preparation

In response to the continued threat of wildfires and other disasters within our community and the
greater San Francisco Bay Area, city officials would like to provide the following information related
to best practices associated with the need for evacuations throughout Belmont.
When it comes to evacuation planning, there are no designated routes since the exact location of
the hazard will impact the safest advisable route. Many people expect designated evacuation routes
to be in place, but this is only the case for communities that experience hazards with advanced
warning, such as hurricanes and tsunamis.
The police department is the lead agency in coordinating evacuations.
During an incident, law enforcement and the fire department will
establish unified command and based on the situation and location of
the hazard will determine areas needing evacuation. They will also
determine the safest available evacuation routes. Once an evacuation is
ordered, City and County Office of Emergency Services (OES) will be
involved in supporting evacuees with emergency sheltering and by
sending ongoing alerts and notifications.
Community members will be notified of evacuation orders in three
primary ways: 1) Reverse 911 for landline phones; 2) SMC Alert for individuals who have opted-in
to the system (mobile, landline phones, text and email notifications are available through this
system); and, in the direst of circumstances, 3) mobile loudspeakers and door to door notifications.
An additional method may be used based on the severity of the situation. The Integrated public
alert and warning system (IPAWS), which includes the Wireless Alerting System (WEA)-most often
used as an “Amber Alert”, can be requested by the Incident Commander of County OES. City
governments are not authorized to send messages with this system and rely exclusively on the
County OES to activate. County OES may also self-initiate messages using this system.
It should be noted, there are several state level legislative actions
related to this issue that have impacted local planning efforts to develop
comprehensive plans, templates and process flows for the interaction
of Cities and the County. A work group encompassing law enforcement,
fire, local emergency management, County OES, County PIO, City PIO
and County Comms has been working over the last months to create
plans related to all emergency alert and warning systems in use in San
Mateo County, including the methods of employing IPAWS/WEA.
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Community members should take active measures, especially during September as it is National
Preparedness Month, to prepare themselves for all hazards, including earthquakes and wildfire. In
the case of earthquakes, individuals should be prepared to shelter in place, and should have
emergency supplies on hand to last 7-10 days. In the case of wildfire, all individuals living in a hazard
area should prepare a “Go-bag” or “go-kit” that is always packed and at the ready to leave in a
moment’s notice.
This go-kit should include copies or digitally stored versions of important or irreplaceable
documents such as identification, insurance, deeds and titles. If the family has pets, individuals with
special needs or children, then other item such as vaccination and medical records, medications,
special dietary food items, assistive devices, pet food, formula, diapering supplies, should be
included in the go-kit.
Families should have alternate communication plans in place to
reach loved ones if regular mobile and landline phone services
are impacted by the incident. Families should also have
predesignated meeting places to reunite with their loved ones if
it is necessary to leave the area. The best option for most people
during an evacuation is to seek shelter with family and friends,
rather than emergency shelters due to their level of emotional
and physical comfort.
Finally, community members must remain vigilant and monitor their surroundings. If they observe
a hazardous condition, they should take immediate steps to ensure their personal safety, whether
they are notified by public safety authorities or not. While multiple communication methods will be
used, no method is 100% guaranteed effective. Individuals must take initiative to engage with the
alert and warning systems available by signing up for www.smcalert.info or by texting their zip code
to 888-777. Residents in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) must make efforts to maintain
defensible space and clear vegetation. The should also consider other measures such as evaluating
roofing materials and attic vents and clearing out gutters.
Our fire and police departments have checklists, toolkits and resources available to support
community members in their efforts to prepare. We also offer classes like Get Ready, CERT, and
other community preparedness classes geared toward residents in the WUI. Preparedness is
everyone’s responsibility, and we try our best to share our knowledge with the community, but the
community must be willing to seek us out and take action to mitigate and prepare for potential allhazards.
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Did you know that if a fire starts in your home,
you may have just two minutes to escape?

Smoke Alarms Save Lives!
We will be in Belmont, Foster City, and San Mateo offering free smoke
alarm installations on Saturday, October 27, 2018 from 10:00am –
2:30pm

For an appointment, call (650) 259-1769.
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City Hall Lobby ADA Compliance/Customer Service Remodel
Phase II of this significant ADA compliance project has begun, as the Permit Center counter
installation began this week and will continue through Monday. Installation of the security access
doors on the 3rd floor also began. ADA compliance upgrades have been completed in the Lobby
bathrooms and the contractor is still coordinating a fire alarm installation date with the service
provider before those restrooms can be opened for public access.
The Permit Center continues to be temporarily relocated to the 3rd Floor of City Hall until the
completion of Phase II. Information regarding interim Permit Center accommodations are available
on the City’s website.

Employee Spotlight
Public Works Engineering
Please help me welcome Anwarbeg (Amwar) Mirza, our new
Associate Engineer in the Public Works Department. Anwar
comes to us from the City of Cotati and will be working on
Land Development Projects and helping us with the
Implementation of the Belmont Village Specific Plan.
Anwar has a master’s degree in civil engineering from San Jose
State University and has over 10 years of experience working
in Public Works. He is an avid hiker and cricket player and like
most of us in Public Works, he is a Foodie! We can’t wait for
the next potluck! If you are around the 3rd floor, please stop
by and say “hello”.
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Also a new member of the Public Works Engineering
team is, Justin Lai, Associate Civil Engineer, focusing
on Traffic and Transportation. Justin was previously
an Associate Engineer for Freyer & Laureta, Inc.
working on both public and private projects for the
last eight years. Born in Palo Alto and raised in
Belmont, he continued his studies in San Luis
Obispo. After completing his Bachelor’s Degree at
Cal Poly in Civil Engineering, he returned home to the
Peninsula to work on projects throughout the area.
When he is not working you can probably find him on
the basketball court, beach, or climbing gym. He is
also an avid photographer and videographer with
way too many hobbies to list. If you haven’t already
met Justin, stop by to say hi and introduce yourself.

Public Works Maintenance

Public Works Jaime Monge previously worked for the City of Danville
Thomas Cronin previously worked for Ranger Pipelines Inc.
Both Jaime and Thomas are hard
workers who are eager to learn all
about our operations here in Public
Works and we are happy to add
them to team Belmont!
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Parks and Recreation
Happening this weekend

Twin Pines Master Plan

We need your input! Stop by the Fit, Fun Family Day at Barret Community Center on Saturday, Sept
29 to share your ideas for polishing the jewel of Belmont! Or, catch our ‘pop-up table at near
Starbucks at Carlmont Shopping Center on Sunday and Tuesday morning. Don’t feel like going
out? Fill out our online survey at www.Belmont.gov/tpmpsurvey . We’ll be unveiling our
preliminary conceptual designs at the Save the Music Festival on October 14th.

Twin Pines Park… Parking

Friday October 12 through Sunday October 14, Twin Pines Park will be mighty busy. Two big events,
the Water Dog Run and Save the Music, will require some adjustments to our usual routine. Please
bear with us as we restrict parking in certain areas to allow for set up and event operation. On
Friday, City employees will be asked to park off site so there’ll be plenty of room for Seniors to park
near the Senior Center for scheduled programs. If you’re otherwise visiting the park on Friday the
12th, please plan to park on Ralston Avenue or downtown. Thank you in advance for your
understanding!
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Parks, Fields and Facilities

At Barrett Community Center, asphalt repairs were made. This week,
staff is focusing on removing cracked sections of asphalt near
walkways around the blacktop and playground. This work is a
significant improvement to Barrett Community Center and ensures a
usable, play surface for years to come.
At the Sports Complex, a water main leak was detected. A large wet
area appeared on the South Field. Staff traced the leak and repaired
the pipe. In this instance, an aging pipe fitting had separated from the
pipe. New, more reliable components were installed and the water
supply was restored to the facility.

Trees were trimmed for visibility and general health
along Ralston Avenue in the median between Alameda
De Las Pulgas and Cipriani Blvd. While trimming the
trees, a defective irrigation was discovered and
repaired.
Daily maintenance continues at all park and facility
sites including the daily preparation of the South Field
for adult league softball, and the weekly mowing of
lawns throughout town.

Belmont Community Learning Center

Little Reds Barnyard Friends was on site at BCLC with pony rides and
farm animals. Each child had the opportunity to ride the pony and
pet the farm animals. Thank you to our PTO for sponsoring this
enrichment activity.
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Teen Zone

Kickball, Chili dogs – the chili was made from
scratch! Cookie Decorating. The ‘Next Gen’ movie. Healthy
snacks. Those are but a few of the Teen Zone activities this
week. This program is free to all middle schoolers. Stop by
and check it out!

Twin Pines Community Center
Matter of Balance Class

The Matter of Balance Class returns to the Twin Pines Community Center. A combination of
facilitated discussions and gentle but effective exercise program to manage and prevent falls, this
8-week program is sponsored by both Sequoia Hospital Dignity Health and Stanford Hospital, and is
free for participants 50 and over.
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Public Works
Sewer and Water Rehabilitation Project
As part of City’s ongoing sewer capital replacement program to tackle aging and deteriorated
sanitary sewer infrastructure and Mid-Peninsula Water District (MPWD) capital improvement
program, the City has contracted with K.J. Woods to rehabilitate defective and failing sewer and
water mains located throughout the City. This is the first joint project between City of Belmont and
Mid-Peninsula Water District. The project underground work has been successfully completed
ahead of schedule. The contractor replaced 3,000 feet of sewer pipes and constructed over 2,800
feet of new water mains, installed additional water services, rehabilitated manholes, and restored
sewer laterals on Davey Glen Road, Belburn Dr., Academy Dr., Francis Avenue, and Francis Court.
The next step before completing this project is pavement restoration, which will start on the week
of September 17th and is expected to finish by the end of the month.
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Sewer and Storm Division
As part of Winter preparation, the Sewer and Storm Division inspected 152 DI’s and manholes. The
division also inspected four of Belmont’s Winter Hot Spots to ensure clear passage prior to rainy
season. Photos of Winter Hot Spots below.
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Project Updates and Traffic Advisories
Ralston Avenue Sewer Rehabilitation Project Phase II:
Ralston Avenue:
The plumbing contractor will be continuing work on Ralston Avenue between Alameda de las Pulgas and
Villa Avenue. Contractor will continue to excavate the existing manhole at the intersection of Ralston
Avenue and Alameda De Las Pulgas. They will then work their way down Ralston Avenue and prepare all
manhole locations for the pipe reaming of existing 12-inch VCP to 18-inch HDPE. This work is scheduled to
take place from Monday, October 1, 2018 through Friday, October 5, 2018 with extended construction
hours from 9:00 am – 4:00pm. Traffic evaluations will take place and granted working hours will be
adjusted accordingly at the City of Belmont discretion. Traffic control and flaggers will be in place during
these working hours to help alleviate traffic congestion.

Belmont Sewer and Water Rehabilitation:
Francis Avenue, Academy, and Davey Glen Road:
The contractor will not be on site Monday, October 1 – Wednesday, October 3, 2018. Striping of the new
pavement on Francis Avenue, Academy Avenue, and Davey Glen Road may take place on Thursday October
4, and Friday, October 5, 2018. This work will take place between normal working hours of 8:00 am – 5:00
pm. Traffic control will be in place with flaggers during striping operations.

Tahoe at Ralston Avenue Intersection Project:
Ralston Ave at Tahoe Drive:
The electrical contractor may be installing electrical wire for the new traffic signals and street lights. This
work is scheduled for the week of Monday, October 1, 2018 to Friday, October 5, 2018. One lane of traffic
may be needed, traffic control will be in place between the hours of 9:00 am – 3:00 pm.

Shoreway Sewer Replacement Project:
Shoreway Road:
Contractor will continue potholing for utilities along Shoreway Road and possibly starting to install new
sewer main between Motel 6 and 1385 Shoreway Road. Traffic control with one lane closed and flaggers
will be stationed. This work is scheduled for the week of Monday, October 1, 2018 to Friday, October 5,
2018 with normal working hours of 8:00 am – 5:00 pm.

1401 Shoreway Sewer Replacement Project:
Shoreway Road:
Contractor will continue potholing for utilities along Shoreway Road between Cormorant Drive and 1385
Shoreway Road as well as surveying for the new sewer alignment. Traffic control with one lane closed and
flaggers will be stationed. This work is scheduled for the week of Monday, October 1, 2018 to Friday,
October 5, 2018 with normal working hours of 8:00 am – 5:00 pm.

South Road Intersection Project:
Ralston Avenue at South Road:
Contractor (Columbia Electric) and staff will be on site on Thursday, October 4, 2018 to work on energizing
the new traffic signals. No traffic control will be necessary for this work as it is all off the street. The work is
scheduled between normal working hours of 8:00 am – 5:00 pm.
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Upcoming Events
Notre Dame de Namur Charter Week Activities

Notre Dame de Namur University invites you to campus for Charter Week events the week of
October 8–13, celebrating the college’s 150th anniversary since receiving its charter from the state.
This is also the 150th anniversary of the opening of Ralston Mansion. Please see the flyer for details.
The historic panel discussion on the 10th will include representatives from the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur, who acquired the Ralston property in the early 1920’s, as well as Belmont’s resident
historian Denny Lawhern and President of the Historical Society, Karl Mittelstadt.
This is a great
opportunity
for
the community to
learn the history of
the campus, as
well as the austere
and
beautiful
Ralston Mansion,
which is a federally
registered historic
landmark. Come
and support San
Mateo County’s
only university!
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For more information please visit http://schoolforce.org/
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For Immediate Release Contact: John Goodwin (415) 778-5262
Randy Rentschler (415) 778-6780

Bay Area Streets and Roads Show Resilience As Cities, Counties
Receive New Gas Tax Dollars
New Pothole Report Released, Vital Signs Website Updated
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 26, 2018 . . . Bay Area cities and counties largely managed to prevent
further deterioration of their local street and road networks in 2017. Data released today by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) show the region’s 43,000 lane-miles of local streets
and roads registered an average pavement condition index (PCI) score of 67 out of a maximum possible
100 points last year, as calculated on a three-year moving average basis. This marks the second year in a
row that the regional average has reached 67 points, and reflects a slow but steady upward trend in
which the Bay Area’s average pavement score has climbed four points since 2003.
“MTC’s goal is to bring all of the Bay Area’s transportation assets into a state of good repair,”
explained MTC Chair Jake Mackenzie, who also serves as a Rohnert Park city councilmember. “For
local streets and roads, that would mean boosting the regional average PCI score to about 85 points. So
it’s good to see the needle move in the right direction, and to see it moving faster now that cities and
counties are receiving new gas tax money and other funds from last year’s Senate Bill 1 transportation
package. But the typical Bay Area street is still pretty worn and likely to soon need some serious work. I
hope voters will keep streets and roads in mind when they consider Proposition 6 on the November
ballot.”
PCI scores of 90 or higher are considered “excellent.” These are newly built or resurfaced streets that
show little or no distress. Pavement with a PCI score in the 80 to 89 range is considered “very good,”
and shows only slight or moderate distress, requiring primarily preventive maintenance. The “good”
category ranges from 70 to 79, while streets with PCI scores in the “fair” (60-69) range are becoming
worn to the point where rehabilitation may be needed to prevent rapid deterioration. Because major
repairs cost five to 10 times more than routine maintenance, these streets are at an especially critical
stage. Roadways with PCI scores of 50 to 59 are deemed “at-risk,” while those with PCI scores of 25 to
49 are considered “poor.” These roads require major rehabilitation or reconstruction. Pavement with a
PCI score below 25 is considered “failed.” Among the region’s three largest cities, San Francisco last
year entered the “good” category by raising its three-year moving average score from 68 to 70, while
San Jose (64) and Oakland (55) remained in the “fair” and “at-risk” classifications respectively.
“Thanks to generous Oakland voters who passed Measure KK, our city’s roads are finally getting the
paving they desperately need,” said Oakland Mayor and MTC Commissioner Libby Schaaf. “We just
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wrapped up our Summer of Paving, rolling out 25 miles of new city roads, and now we need to keep the
momentum going. SB 1 is a critical resource that ensures millions of dollars a year for road fixes in
Oakland, where every resident, in every neighborhood, deserves a smooth ride.”
The Alameda County city of Dublin once again topped the list of Bay Area pavement rankings for the
2015-17 period, reporting an average PCI score of 85. Other cities with three-year PCI scores in the
“very good” range include Clayton and El Cerrito (84); Brentwood, Colma and Palo Alto (83); Foster
City (82); Daly City, Union City and unincorporated Solano County (81); and San Ramon (80).

The lowest-ranked pavement in the Bay Area was found in the Marin County city of Larkspur, which
recorded a PCI score of 42 for 2015-17. Other jurisdictions with three-year average PCI scores in the
“poor” range include Petaluma (46) and unincorporated Sonoma County (49).
MTC later this year will recognize Solano County for having the best overall pavement management
strategy of any Bay Area jurisdiction, and the cities of Palo Alto and Martinez for increases in their oneyear average PCI scores. Martinez raised its one-year score by 15 points to 61 from just 45 in 2016,
while Palo Alto bumped its already “very good” score two points from 83 to 85.
The complete 2017 Pavement Conditions Summary — including percentages of local roadways in
various conditions, and a listing of average PCI scores for the arterials, collector roadways and
residential streets — for all Bay Area counties and cities is featured in a newly-updated MTC
publication entitled The Pothole Report: Bay Area Roads at Risk, which may be accessed at
mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/Pothole_Report_III.pdf.
In addition to the complete 2017 Pavement Conditions Summary, the new Pothole Report includes a
primer on the cost and lifecycle of pavement; a review of the new statewide Road Maintenance and
Rehabilitation Program established last year by SB 1; analysis of the impact voter approval of
Proposition 6 would have on cities’ and counties’ pavement maintenance programs; and a spotlight on
the specific pavement-management challenges facing Sonoma County and the vast network of roadways
in the unincorporated portions of the county.
MTC’s Vital Signs website www.vitalsigns.mtc.ca.gov/street-pavement-condition provides even more
detailed information on pavement conditions in each of the Bay Area’s nine counties and 101 cities,
including both block-by-block analyses and a record of every municipality’s average PCI score for each
year from 2003 through 2017.
MTC is the transportation planning, financing and coordinating agency for the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area.
J:\SECTION\LPA\PUBLIC INFO-SHARE\Press Releases_news adv\Vital Signs\2018\Pavement Report_Sept 2018.doc
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SENATE BILL 1/PROPOSITION 6:
UNDERSTANDING THE FACTS
WHAT IS SB 1/STATE
TRANSPORTATION
FUNDS?
Senate Bill 1 (SB 1), the Road Repair and
Accountability Act of 2017, is a landmark
transportation investment package that
increases funding for transportation
infrastructure across California by more
than $5 billion annually over the next 10
years.
SB 1 investments, funded by a
combination of gas taxes and vehicle
registration fees, are split equally
between state-maintained transportation
infrastructure and local transportation
priorities including local streets, transit,
and pedestrian and bicycle projects.

WHAT IS
PROPOSITION 6?
Proposition 6 on the November 2018
ballot is intended to repeal SB 1.

WHAT HAPPENS IF
PROPOSITION 6 PASSES?
If Proposition 6 passes, SB 1 fuel taxes
and fees would be repealed. Gas and
vehicle fees would be somewhat cheaper,
but current SB 1-funded projects in San
Mateo County to improve highways,
roads, bridges, trails, pedestrian safety,
and travel would be delayed indefinitely
or cancelled. Proposition 6 would also
require voter approval for any new,
higher, or extended fuel tax or vehicle fee
in the future, requiring alternative
funding sources for future transportation
projects.

WHAT ARE THE STATE
TRANSPORTATION
FUND INVESTMENTS
IN SAN MATEO
COUNTY?
$21.5 million to fix potholes and
improve safety on local streets and
roads.
$4.5 million towards bicycle,
pedestrian, and safe routes to
school improvements.
$14.5 million towards make bridges
safer and repair traffic devices on
state highways.
$164 million contribution to
upgrade and improve Caltrain
service.
$250 million contribution to
OVERSIGHT OF STATE
address congestion on the US 101. TRANSPORTATION
$1.83 million for climate change
FUNDS
adaptation planning to protect the
SB 1/state transportation funds will
transportation network to the
have strict accountability and
effects of climate change.
transparency measures.
SB 1/state transportation funds
created the Independent Office of
Audits and Investigations, including an
Inspector General, appointed by the
Governor, who will serve as the
director of the Audits and
Investigations Office.

SB 1 FUNDS STAY IN
TRANSPORTATION

Cities and counties are required to
publicly adopt project lists and provide
year-end reporting on completed
projects.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:

On June 5, 2018, California voters
approved Proposition 69, ensuring Find more information about
that the new funding remains
SB 1 and where the money is going
dedicated to the transportation
at http://rebuildingca.ca.gov
programs listed in SB 1.
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SB 1 - LOCAL STREETS AND ROAD MAINTENANCE FUNDING
The map and table below show local projects identified to receive SB 1 funds that benefit San Mateo County as of
August 2018.
SAN MATEO COUNTY
JURISDICTION

SB 1
FUNDS FOR
FY 18-19

Street Resurfacing
Safety Improvements
Bike/Ped Projects
Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission

Highway Safety
Source: California Transportation Commission

US 101 MANAGED LANES PROJECT

Currently there is no carpool or express lane on US 101
in San Mateo County north of Whipple Avenue, forcing
buses and carpoolers to share lanes with solo drivers.
As envisioned, a managed lane would help ease
congestion by creating an incentive to use transit or
carpool without removing any existing travel lanes.
Approximately $235 million in SB 1 funding has been
awarded to San Mateo County to address congestion
along the US 101 corridor. These funds, together with
additional local, regional, and private funding will
allow construction of a managed lane in both
directions on US 101 and creation of a pilot express
bus service program, which will work together to
incentivize carpooling and transit use on US 101 in San
Mateo County. For more information on this project
see: http://www.dot.ca.gov/d4/101managedlanes/
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Community Calendars
For all Parks and Rec activities click here Parks and Recreation
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Belmont Public Library
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